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Migrating to MariaDB: Toward an Open Source Database SolutionApress, 2018

	Mitigate the risks involved in migrating away from a proprietary database platform toward MariaDB’s open source database engine. This book will help you assess the risks and the work involved, and ensure a successful migration. 
	


	
		Migrating to MariaDB describes the process and lessons learned during...
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Hardware Verification With SystemVerilog: An Object-oriented FrameworkSpringer, 2007
This is the second of our books designed to help the professional verifier manage complexity. This time, we have responded to a growing interest not only in object-oriented programming but also in SystemVerilog. The writing of this second handbook has been just another step in an ongoing masochistic endeavor to make your professional lives as...
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Inter-Organizational Information Systems in the Internet AgeIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Since the U.S. Department  of Defense initiated the development of networked computers in 1969, Internet  technologies have rapidly advanced and revolutionized the way we communicate and  conduct business. The second wave of the technological revolution came with  intranet technology in the mid-1990s. With the intranet,...
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Selenium Testing Tools CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Unlock the full potential of Selenium WebDriver to test your web applications in a wide range of situations. The countless recipes and code examples provided ease the learning curve and provide insights into virtually every eventuality.


	Overview

	
		Learn to leverage the power of Selenium WebDriver with...
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Unstoppable Teams: The Four Essential Actions of High-Performance LeadershipHarperCollins, 2019

	
		Three-time Navy SEAL platoon commander and founder of Perfect Fitness reveals how to put together teams that can accomplish any objective—by leveraging an unexpected set of values and priorities.

		

		SEALs and civilians operate in extremely different environments, but what makes both kinds of teams excel comes...
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Mastering Windows XP Home EditionSybex, 2004
The Only Windows XP Home Edition Resource You Need—Now Completely     Updated
     
     Here's the insider knowledge you need to maximize     Microsoft's powerful home operating system, whether you're moving straight to XP     or upgrading from Windows 98 or Me. This encyclopedic guide delivers full     coverage of...
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Innovating Analytics: How the Next Generation of Net Promoter Can Increase Sales and Drive Business ResultsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	How does a CEO, manager, or entrepreneur begin to sort out what defines and drives a good customer experience and how it can be measured and made actionable? If you know how well the customer experience is satisfying your customers and you know how to increase their satisfaction, you can then increase sales, return visits, recommendations,...
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USB Design by Example: A Practical Guide to Building I/O DevicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
The Universal Serial Bus (USB) specification is a boon for users in that it makes the process of connecting peripherals to computers effortless, in most cases. As is often the case with user-friendliness, though, the cosmetic ease comes about as a result of behind-the-scenes complexity. USB Design by Example explains what USB means to...
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LabView: Advanced Programming Techniques, Second EditionCRC Press, 2006

	Whether seeking deeper knowledge of LabVIEW®’s capabilities or striving to build enhanced VIs, professionals know they will find everything they need in LabVIEW: Advanced Programming Techniques. Now accompanied by LabVIEW 2011, this classic second edition, focusing on LabVIEW 8.0, delves deeply into the...
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Identity and Access Management: Business Performance Through Connected IntelligenceSyngress Publishing, 2013

	Identity and Access Management: Business Performance Through Connected Intelligence provides you with a practical, in-depth walkthrough of how to plan, assess, design, and deploy IAM solutions. This book breaks down IAM into manageable components to ease systemwide implementation. The hands-on, end-to-end approach includes a...
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Red Hat Linux 9 Professional SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
This ultimate under-the-hood guide to Red Hat Linux 9 takes the reader beyond obvious information about this complicated OS, revealing hidden features, tricks and alternate methods not easily found elsewhere.

It takes an expert to unlock the deepest secrets of Red Hat Linux 9–to show you what’s really under the hood and how...
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Perl Developer's Dictionary (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2001
Perl Developer's Dictionary is a complete, well-organized reference to the Perl language and environment, including core syntax as well as Perl modules. Designed specifically for the experienced developer who needs a reference readily available on his or her desk to refer to on a daily basis, the book is extensively cross-referenced and indexed for...
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